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Broader Impact:
• Benefit the society at large by promoting the 

efficiency of cyber-enabled software 
development without sacrificing the security.

• Robust outreach efforts to K-12, general public, 
undergraduate, graduate, minority, and 
women in cybersecurity.

• The establishment of a cybersecurity lab 
through this project will enhance the 
cybersecurity training that will help build the 
national workforce in cybersecurity.

Challenge: 
• Modern software programming CI, consisting of 

online discussion platforms (e.g., Stack Overflow) and 
social coding repositories (e.g., Github), has offered 
an open-source and collaborative environment for 
distributed scientific communities to expedite the 
process of software development.

• Despite the apparent benefits of this new social 
coding paradigm, its potential security-related risks 
have been largely overlooked - insecure or malicious 
codes can be easily embedded and distributed, 
which severely damage the scientific credibility of CI.
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Can one trust the codes in social coding platforms? 

Our goal is to advance capabilities of AI to enhance 
the security of modern software programming CI.

Solution:
Develop innovative techniques to detect insure or 
malicious codes on social coding platforms:

• Automatic detection of insecure code snippets on 
Stack Overflow.

• Automatic detection of malicious codes on GitHub.

• Development of user-friendly tools for scientific 
and engineering communities to enhance code 
security in modern software programming CI.

Contact: yanfang.ye@case.edu
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My research areas mainly include cybersecurity, AI, and health intelligence. I have proposed and developed cloud-

based solutions for mining big data in the area of cybersecurity, especially for malware detection and adversarial

machine learning. My proposed techniques have significantly reduced the time needed to detect new malicious

software - from WEEKS to SECONDS, which have been incorporated into popular commercial cybersecurity products

including Comodo and Kingsoft Antivirus that protect millions of users worldwide. I recently received the prestigious

NSF Career Award (2019), the IJCAI Early Career Spotlights, the AICS 2019 Challenge Problem Winner, the

ACM SIGKDD 2017 Best Paper Award and ACM SIGKDD 2017 Best Student Paper Award (Applied Data Science

Track), the IEEE EISIC 2017 Best Paper Award, and the New Researcher of the Year Award (2017) at WVU.
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Hackers discovered that the company's developers had published code that included

their usernames and passwords on a private account of the software repository Github.

Those credentials gave the hackers immediate access to the developers' privileged

accounts on Uber's network, and with it, access to sensitive Uber servers hosted on

Amazon's servers, including the rider and driver data they stole.

❑ Hack Brief: Uber Paid Off Hackers to Hide a 57-

Million User Data Breach (2015)
https://www.wired.com/story/uber-paid-off-hackers-to-hide-a-57-million-user-data-breach/

Threat actors ran a malvertising campaign on the Russian Yandex. Direct advertising 

network starting October 2018 to disseminate a malware cocktail designed to encrypt 

victims' data and steal cryptocurrency. The hacking group targeted Russian organizations 

using malicious payloads camouflaged as document templates and hosted on the GitHub 

code hosting platform, one of the goals being to steal sensitive cryptocurrency-related data.

❑ GitHub-Hosted Malware Targets Accountants 

With Ransomware  (2018)
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/github-hosted-malware-targets-

accountants-with-ransomware/

Scientific Credibility of Modern Software Programming CI

• Can one trust such code snippets or existing software project files? 

• In other words, how much do we know about the scientific credibility 

of Stack Overflow and GitHub from the security point of view? 

https://www.wired.com/story/uber-paid-off-hackers-to-hide-a-57-million-user-data-breach/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/github-hosted-malware-targets-accountants-with-ransomware/


Project Overview and Objectives

To address the above challenges, this project 
seeks to explore innovative links between 
artificial intelligence (AI) and cybersecurity 
to automate the detection of insecure and 
malicious codes on social coding platforms. If 
successful, this project will benefit scientific 
communities and society as a whole by 
promoting the efficiency of cyber-enabled 
software development without sacrificing the 
security. The key components of the proposed 
work include:

Figure: System architecture diagrams of the proposed project (named SciTrust).

• T1: Automatic detection of insecure code 
snippets on Stack Overflow.

• T2: Automatic detection of malicious 
codes on GitHub.

• T3: Development of user-friendly tools 
for scientific and engineering communities 
to enhance code security.



Current Progress

Example of code security attacks in StackOverflow.

We have brought an important new insight by exploiting social coding properties in addition 
to code content for automatic detection of insecure code snippets and malicious projects.

An example of relatedness over code snippets.
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• Data Collector

✓ Users’ profles, their posted questions and answers, and the code snippets embedded in the questions/answers

• Feature Extractor & HIN Constructor

✓ Content-based features and relation features: question-code, answer-code, code-keyword, user-question, user-answer, answer-

question and user-badge

✓ An HIN is constructed

✓ Different meta-paths are built from the HIN to capture the relatedness over code snippets

• Snippet2vec & Multi-view Fusion Classifier

✓ A new network embedding model snippet2vec is proposed to learn the low-dimensional representations for the nodes in HIN

✓ A multi-view fusion classifier is constructed to learn importance of different kinds of node (i.e., code snippet) representations 

learned by snippet2vec under different meta-paths, and thus to make predictions 

System Architecture of ICSD (ACSAC’2018)



Next Steps

To address the above challenges, this project 
seeks to explore innovative links between 
artificial intelligence (AI) and cybersecurity 
to automate the detection of insecure and 
malicious codes on social coding platforms. If 
successful, this project will benefit scientific 
communities and society as a whole by 
promoting the efficiency of cyber-enabled 
software development without sacrificing the 
security. The key components of the proposed 
work include:

Figure: System architecture diagrams of the proposed project (named SciTrust).

• T1: Automatic detection of insecure code 
snippets on Stack Overflow.

• T2: Automatic detection of malicious 
codes on GitHub.

• T3: Development of user-friendly tools 
for scientific and engineering communities 
to enhance code security.
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